News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the **Sunday, January 12, 2020** print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. Iran’s admission that its forces errantly downed a Ukrainian jetliner — reversing three days of denial — did little to quell growing fury inside the country and beyond Saturday as the tragedy turned into a volatile political crisis for who? (MAIN)

2. Cory Doctorow’s sunglasses are seemingly ordinary. But they are far from it when seen on security footage, where his face is transformed into a glowing white orb.

   The frames of his sunglasses, from Chicago-based eyewear line Reflectacles, are made of a material that reflects the infrared light found in surveillance cameras and represents a fringe movement of privacy advocates experimenting with clothes, ornate makeup and accessories as a defense against some surveillance technologies.

   Some wearers are propelled by the desire to opt out of what has been called “________________ ________________”— an economy that churns human experiences into data for profit — while others fear government invasion of privacy. (MAIN)

3. **Today in history:** The United States and Mexico signed a Treaty of Limits defining the boundary between the two countries to be the same as the one established by an 1819 treaty between the U.S. and Spain. What year did this take place? (MAIN)

4. **Today in history:** The U.S. House of Representatives rejected, 204-174, a proposed constitutional amendment to give women nationwide the right to vote. What year did this take place? (MAIN)

5. Puerto Rico has not stopped shaking since a _____ magnitude earthquake Tuesday forced thousands of families to sleep outside. It jeopardized the territory’s weak power infrastructure and frayed the nerves of residents who have endured more than two years of catastrophe after catastrophe. (MAIN)

6. Michael Bloomberg on Saturday did not rule out spending a ___________ dollars of his own money on the 2020 presidential race, even if he does not win the Democratic nomination, and said he would mobilize his well-financed political operation to help Sens. Bernie Sanders or Elizabeth Warren win in November if either is the party nominee, despite their sharp policy differences. (MAIN)

7. The Persian Gulf nation of ________ named a new leader Saturday, an Oxford-educated veteran of public service who pledged to continue his predecessor’s quiet diplomacy among global foes. (MAIN)
8. Tsai Ing-wen was reelected as Taiwan’s president by a landslide Saturday in a victory that signaled strong support for her tough stance against China among voters determined to defend their _______________ way of life. (MAIN)

9. As the gavels descend Monday on Washington’s 2020 legislative session, state lawmakers face a blend of new dynamics and at least one big shared goal. What is their main goal? (NW)

10. Winter doesn’t always mean bone-chilling temperatures, but it does mean gray skies, more rain and painfully short days. Yet there are many ways to counteract those blah-bah-humbug feelings and add a warm, cozy feeling and sense of conviviality indoors — what the Danes and Norwegians call ___________. (EXPLORE)

News Break is posted to the Web on Monday. Please share this NIE News Break program with other teachers. To sign-up for the print replica for your class, please call 206/652-6290 or toll-free 1-888/775-2655. Copyright © 2020 The Seattle Times Company